
Plot 4

Daniel is laying in his bed, staring to the ceiling, then he slowly gets up, puts his
feet in slippers and slowly walks to his table where his mom has already 
prepared some books and papers for him. He starts to write, he stops shortly, 
then he starts to write again, he stops very soon and so it goes.

Daniel: Its depressing already. I will never be able to finish this.

He takes the pen and starts to write again. Then he reads whatever he has 
already written aloud in a pathetic tone:

Daniel: "Still nothing from father... Still cold and dark in the mornings. Will my 
Pneumonia or whatever give me the chance to see him again? Can I control it? 
Can I change something?” ...

Daniel hears his mom speaking to the neighbour:

Daniels Mother: It’s horrible weather Maria, is not it? I’ve been outside and I 
saw there is huge lines of people trying to get food..

Maria: I know, I was there and I was just tired so I got back home without 
buying groceries. How is Daniel?

Daniels Mother: He is fine, pretty depressed though, rarely leaves the house, he 
is always in bed, reads the same book over and over, never eats. His Pneumonia 
is not treating him well.

Maria: He will be better soon, all of us will be better..

Daniels Mom: Yes, I guess he woke up already, I will go see him.

Maria: Sure, see you soon..

Daniels Mom: Thanks for good words Maria.. See you

Daniels mom comes to Daniels room quietly and sits in front of his son’s 
working table. She touches the face of her son and looks at him as if she wanted 
to read something from his face.

Daniel’s mom: Listen Daniel, you really need to try and keep yourself together! 
Just think how proud you’ll make your father.  Sometimes you just have to 
believe that everything works. Just let it go. Let life happen..

Daniel is alone in his room. He walks nervously about the room, sits down at his
desk once in a while and gets up again. 
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Daniel (mumbling): Let it go, let life happen… How am I supposed to do this ? I
wake up every morning (gets up), take my medicine, read my books, do my 
studies. In which way am I able to let life happen? It is not that I don’t want to 
be or live spontaneously; it is simply that I can not… If it just were not for my 
Pneumonia! Out there with my friends, join my father, side by side fighting for 
my country. How proud I would make him! But instead… nothing! Left back 
together with the old and women… What is this life good for?'

Daniel’s mother (yelling from backstage): Daniel, Daniel!  Could you be so 
kind to bring the neighbours the cake I baked for them? You know that their son 
just returned from the front? Oh I am so happy for them!

Daniel: Sure mother, I will.

Daniel is standing in the neighbours’ kitchen, waiting for someone to give the 
cake his mother baked. There is a used field uniform hanging on a chair. When 
Daniel notices the uniform, he slowly comes closer, observes and finally touches
the fabric. Slowly Daniel takes the uniform off the chair.

Daniel: Don’t hurry Mrs. Schmidt! I will just use your toilet if that is alright?!

Mrs. Schmidt: Sure, go ahead! It is the second door to the left.

Daniel takes the uniform and goes to the bathroom, where he closes the door 
and puts the uniform on. Having done so, he looks at the mirror. His shoulders 
are back, his head is high and he has a strong stiff look in his face. Then he 
smiles.

Daniel: There you go boy. Soldier Daniel at your command, Sir! ...So this is 
how it feels. This is how they feel. 

(He observes the uniform closely, fascinated. Then he looks back at the mirror. 
His manners get stiff and military again. He tries out some military gestures, 
such as pointing his fingers to his head and saluting. Suddenly he lets himself 
fall to the ground, and jumps up again. Apparently preventing to be shot by 
bullets visible only to him. His doings are quite noisy and Hans knocks on the 
bathroom’s door.)

Daniel hastily takes off the uniform and hides it. Then with fast, yet stiff military
movements he throws open the bathroom’s door hitting the person who knocked.
It is the neighbour’s son Hans who stumbles and falls down. One of his legs is 
missing. For a moment Daniel and Hans look into each other’s eyes.

Hans: Not so hasty friend! You better be gentle with a guy escaping the trench. 
(Forced laugh)

Daniel still stands stiff and straight in front of Hans, as though still wearing the 
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uniform. Hans tries to get up, but fails to do so.

Hans: I am afraid you’ve got to help a soldier you brought down. It is a rare 
occurrence, I know. (Laughs louder)

Daniel still does not move and continues to stare at Hans. Silence. Mrs Schmidt 
enters the room.

Mrs. Schmidt: Oh dear! Why are you laying on the floor like that?! You ought to
take care of yourself the doctors said. Look at you! Laying there like an old 
broom. You know you need to pull yourself together Hon.

Caring but determined Mrs Schmidt helps Hans to get on his foot and hands him
a crutch. In doing so she touches Daniel by accident, who at her touch, seems to
awake from his stiffness.

Mrs. Schmidt: Daniel! It is so nice you stopped by to say hello.

Daniel: Hello Mrs. Schmidt. My mother sent me to bring you the cake she baked
for Hans’ return. I put it on the kitchen table.

Mrs. Schmidt: Well that is sweet of your mum. Tell her we are very thankful and
that it cheered Hans up. Is it not kind, Hans?! Don’t you think it will help you to 
soon return to your old strength?

Hans: Oh yes. I am sure I will never trip over my feet again.

Mrs Schmidt: Actually, Hans, why don’t you and your mum stop by later and we
all have some coffee and eat the cake together? With everyone gone, it is too 
much for Hans and myself anyways. Perhaps Hans will tell you about some of 
the adventures he went through. Wouldn’t that interest you, Daniel?

Daniel: Indeed!! I am sure my mother would love to see you as well.

Some time later in the afternoon Mrs. Schmidt, Hans, Daniel and his mother sit 
in Schmidts’ living room and drink coffee together.

Daniel’s mother: Hans, it is so good that you are back. And you look like quite a 
hero.

Hans has neither touched his coffee nor his cake yet and is carful to leave as 
much space between himself and his fork as possible.

Hans: You are the first to say that. To return home with only one leg and a shell 
shock is generally not considered to be heroic.

Mrs. Schmidt: Your brain works just fine. You’ll simply need to be patient until 
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you are completely recovered.

Hans looks at the place where his second leg ought to be with bitterness.

Hans (sarcastic): You are right. It will soon be just as it was before.

Mrs. Schmidt: Is he not giving just a pride to his fatherland?!

Daniel’s mother: He sure is. Just like Daniel’s father. You are making us all very 
proud. It is strong men like them this country needs to win the war. But not 
everybody is meant to fight. Some just don’t have the means to survive out 
there. 

Hans’ view froze on his fork and he seems to be absent and not understanding.

Daniel: I wish, I could join the army and did my part in defending our country. 

Mrs. Schmidt: Not all of us are fighting in the battle, Daniel. There are many 
ways to support our troops and help our country. A friend of mine volunteers in a
hospital for instance. Why don’t you find something useful to do around here?

Daniel’s mother: Naah, I don’t think he has a stomach for that. He hates seeing 
blood, don’t you Daniel? My son has always been different. He lives in his own 
world of books and arts. Doing his writing… War is not the thing for someone 
like my son. 

Daniel is pondering.

Daniel: Actually, that was before, mom, when I was younger, now it’s different. 
I was actually thinking about volunteering before, but never has it occurred to 
me to go deeper into that.

Daniel’s mom looking confused and glancing at Daniel.

Daniel’s mother: But..

Mrs. Schmidt (interrupting): See! Well, honey, you should! I am sure they 
would be happy to use an extra pair of hands there.

Daniel: Thanks Mrs. Schmidt. This cake is delicious! 

Hans (laughing): Hey Daniel, would you like me to show you some war 
souvenirs? 

Daniel: Sure!

They go to Hans’ room. Hans slams the door.
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Daniel: Are you okay?

Hans: Yes. So, this is a B... (pointing at the Bayonet he had in his room)

Daniel (interrupting): Hans, ARE you okay?

Hans: Of course I am not okay. And I am not a hero. And it’s not true that 
everything is going to be the same. Not after everything I’ve seen out there. It’s 
hell Daniel. I wish I had been that smart and stayed, volunteered at hospital 
instead of fighting this war; instead of swimming in that underworld sea kept by 
Cerberus, hand in hand with Hades. I can’t sleep. And when I can, I see bloody 
people. I can’t eat. And when I can, I see fingers and eyes flowing in my soup. I 
can’t think about nice things. I cannot do anything that I could before. And what 
did I do? Nothing. They think we are stupid because we all go blindly to war and
expect that something is going to be better. And we are. People are stupid, war is
stupid, and it doesn’t solve anything. People should be able to come to 
agreement by words not by swards.

Hans is shaking.

Daniel: I ...I...

Hans: You?! You? What do you know about war?! People are oblivious to the 
fire we are walking on. Everything around us was an endless battle; a hunger 
game, day in day out. And you are exhausted, more and more. And you are 
hoping to see the light. But there isn’t any.

Daniel: I am sorr..

Hans: For God’s sake, I don’t want you to be sorry. Everyone is saying that, 
everyone pities me. I need people to stop doing that! You are sitting there, 
admiring, even pitying me. But what do they do? What do you do?

At the hospital. Daniel enters the place, it is all quiet.

Daniel: Anyone here?

No answer..

Daniel is waiting impatiently for the answer of someone by the door. Then he 
hears the response from far away. Anna comes to the room holding a big box full
of various drugs and documents.

Anna: Sorry, everyone is so busy here. We all do everything, from bookkeeping 
and cleaning to helping people… So… What are you doing here?

Silence.
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Daniel: I..I wanna help. I wanna volunteer here.

Anna looks at Daniel, with a very tired face, smiling at him.

Anna: And how soon are you gonna quit?

Daniel: I take this seriously and I am willing to do this... 

Anna: Okay, I know... I am just… I’ve heard this many times. So what is your 
name? 

Daniel: I am Daniel Lutzenburg.

Anna: Lutzenburg?! Hmm…I’m Anna, I will show you around, lots to see 

Daniel: I have heard about that.

Anna: This will be your working spot. For now you will process the things that 
we received from other hospitals. Also take care of the bed sheets. They get 
bloody and dirty frequently. So you need to clean and change them regularly… 

Daniel: Okay, So how long have you been here?

Anna: Actually I started volunteering here, since I heard of the death of my 
brother…

Daniel: Oh, I am sorry, I didn't know…

Anna: No, it is okay, it has been two years now that he was killed, in 1914. 

Daniel: Wow, again sorry for your loss. It must have been very tough for you?!

Anna: It was, and still is… But when they told me that he was brought to a 
hospital where the doctor tried to but could not save him, I felt like it was my 
duty to offer my help at a hospital.

Daniel: Your duty? 

Anna: Yes, the pain was very deep, but I thought I have to do everything to 
prevent as many wounded as possible from sharing my brother's destiny. 

Daniel looks at her with admiration.

 Daniel is sitting at a table in a small, crowded room of the hospital. Around him
there are piles of papers. He has a stack in front of him as well, from which he 
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assigns papers to the other piles after looking at them for some time. Every now 
and then he reads about an injury of extraordinary cruelty. Then he needs to get 
off his chair and walk around, drink something or look outside of the tiny 
window. After some time he scrutinizes one piece of paper longer than those 
before. His face turns pale and his fingers start trembling until they are no 
longer able to hold the paper and let it fall to the ground. In shock Daniel keeps 
staring at the space where the paper previously was... The door opens and the 
smiling Anna enters the room.

 Anna: Hey there! You’re done for today. Was everything alright? 

 Daniel sits with his back towards Anna, who therefore can’t see his face. She 
slowly goes around him and only now realizes that something is wrong.

 Anna: Daniel?! Is everything all right? What is the matter with you?

 At her touch Daniel escapes from his immovability, but still is unable to utter a 
word. Anna’s eyes fall onto the piece of paper Daniel had dropped. Now it is her
who turns pale. 

Daniel: Why didn’t you tell me? 

Anna: I am sorry! I wanted to, but your moth... 

Daniel: My mum? She knew? 

 (Anna leaves the room and walks down the floor. Daniel runs after her and 
grasps her arm.)

Anna: Calm down Daniel! Don’t you see what I am doing here? You are not the 
only one who looses loved ones to this war. You have absolutely no idea what it 
has been like. Day for day, week for week and month for month; waiting. 
Waiting, only for the door to be thrown open and injured flooding in. Then, leg 
after leg, bandage after bandage… Hoping and fearing to see loved ones among 
them at the same time.  I cannot help my brother anymore, but maybe I’ll save 
other people. This thought keeps me alive, keeps me going. The war has 
changed all of us. 

Daniel: War has changed us all? No kidding, Anna. (laughing ironically)
Anna: It’s funny for you, isn’t it? Wait for tomorrow to see the first drop of 
blood dripping on the floor.
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(Daniel comes back home. His mum is sitting in the kitchen)

Daniel’s mother: How was your day at the hospital?

DanieI: Isn’t it absurd, mom? What is the point of all this? People dying one 
after another and the side that loses fewer people scores a victory? People are 
not things, they are fathers and husbands, part of families. One’s life shouldn’t 
just be shut down like that. Imagine how many lives there are in just one house. 
And now imagine how different each life individually is. Was it worth it, mum? 
What did he die for anyway?

Daniel’s mother: Who do you mean? What are you talking about?

Daniel: Stop it mum. I know everything. You had no right to keep this from me. 
I am old enough and you can no longer treat me like a child. He was my father. 

(Anna and Daniel enter the room full of people laying in beds. One could see 
everything there: from inflamed wounds and one-legged people to those who 
were ranting and talking in dream; people with fever, sweating, crying and 
swearing and cursing. He walks between beds and appallingly staring at those 
people. Anna called him.

Anna: Come over, I need some help.

Daniel comes to her and looks at her strong but still somehow fragile hands, 
making careful yet fast manoeuvres in order to cover the wound that a random 
soldier had.

Anna: Here, put your hand here (showing the spot), and your other one here. 
Now hold it tight and when I say to loosen it, you do so. Alright?

Daniel nodded. He did what she said.

Anna: That’s it.

And they did it. The soldier stopped bleeding.

Daniel: He is not bleeding anymore?

Anna: As you can see…

Daniel: And we did it? The two of us?
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Anna: Right. (she smiled) Just the two of us.

Daniel smiled too. And he couldn’t stop looking her. She took his hand:

Anna: Let’s walk for a minute…Hey, I am sorry for your loss. I did not want you
to find out about it like this. I know it is hard to loose someone you love. When 
my brother died I felt lost as well. War takes the people we love from us, but it is
important to find your way back to life. You need to hold on to something. I try 
to keep going, keep living. I know that I can save lives here, this is what gives 
me strength. Daniel, even though people are dying, the world keeps rolling. You 
just saved one life. There is so much you can do. So, do it! 

(Daniel grabs Anna and kisses her)
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